Our Vision
“Better Villages for Better Future” through reaching the unreached –
with guiding principles from Gandhian Sarvodaya “Progress of All” &
Christian philosophy “Love thy Neighbor as thy self”.
Our Mission
Assisting vulnerable communities / habitations in reconstructing the
living, working, power and cultural environment through people’s
responsible participation in partnership with Government, other NGOs
and external agencies and beneficiaries. Basically the mission is centered
on “Investment in Social Justice”.
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Foreword
It gives me pleasure to share the journey of Society For Integrated Rural Development
(SFIRD) and achievements of 2018-19 in this Annual Report. This journey is indeed not
an easy one, but when I introspect, I smile with satisfaction. Even in the toughest
moments, all of us at SFIRD have found support, advice and mentorship providentially.
SFIRD is always thankful and grateful to UW Linsi Foundation for their support and
partnership in strengthening our efforts. Focusing on key areas such as Education,
Health and Livelihoods has helped us to gain people’s willingness and cooperation to
support our ventures aimed at their welfare. Transformation of attitudes, notions and
mindsets to accept people’s partnership and participation is well taken and they are
indeed extending all the needed cooperation. It is personally and professionally a very
empowering journey and I clearly understood that I am still learning to be a useful and
relevant Team Leader. The entire team of SFIRD struggled a lot to face adverse
elements who desperately tried to damage SFIRD’s relations and good-will.
The voices of Children have been central to our approach and have led us in a right
perspective and dedication. Through Children, we could reach parents in an efficient
manner and they are with us during our journey. Our team is indeed thankful to the
Program Manager, Field Officer and the entire team of “Save the Children” for giving us
appropriate directions in working with Children of our reference communities.
SFIRD, our Organization, strongly believes in “Capacity building” of the poorest in the
target locations – with the imbibed ideology of late Prof. M. A. Windey, a pioneer in
micro Village Development and the Founder Director of the “VRO - Centre for Village in
Renewal”. The mission of SFIRD is supporting the vulnerable for their socio-economic
up-liftment through capacity building with the support of communities and partnership
of internal and external support and cooperation. With the set-in aims and objectives, all
the activities / projects are presently centered with the concept of “reaching the
unreached” in a realistic manner.
The present Report is in the nature of reporting all the activities undertaken by SFIRD
and implemented in the target locations in districts of Guntur, Krishna and Prakasam in
the state of Andhra Pradesh during the financial year 2018-19. The Report is for private
circulation and is basically intended for the information and approval of the members of
the Organization. The activities report will also be used for submission to different
agencies and departments for their information and appropriate actions. The President
of SFIRD expressed great satisfaction, despite of disturbances, towards the participation
and involvement of the Executive Committee members in the implementation of
activities in our target locations.
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K. Ravi Pradeep MSW (TISS) ,
Team Leader / Secretary – SFIRD.
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It is quite appreciable that during the present reporting period the President and the
Treasurer spared their valuable time by visiting the target villages and by attending the
review meetings at the field as well as at central levels. During the Financial Year 2018 –
2019, several Government Officials at the sub-division levels, representatives of other
similar Organizations visited the target Villages and Cluster base centers. We are
thankful to SNIRD – Ongole and its functionaries for their timely support and
cooperation. People’s representatives (local PRIs - Panchayat President(s), MPTC/ZPTC
Members and MLAs were involved to extract their partnership and cooperation during
the implementation of activities which are planned with their involvement.

I. EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
I.a.Balahitha – Special School for Child Laborers:
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Since the year 2000, “Balahitha” special School(s) for Child Laborers have
been organized by SFIRD in the Slums of Guntur Municipal Corporation and in the
selected Child labor prone regions with the partnership of National Child Labor
Project Society (NCLPS) / Ministry of Labor – Government of India. During the
reporting
period,
one
Special School has been run
in
‘Nallacheruvu’
slum
habitation
in
Guntur
Municipal Corporation limits
with strength of over 36
Child laborers who are
involved in hazardous and
Semi
hazardous
labor
activities (Cotton ginning,
Tobacco & Chilli grading).
All these Children are
enrolled in classes 3 to 5
and are in the age group of
9-14 years. The living
conditions of these Children
are pathetic with extreme poverty and their parents attend daily wage labor work in
the neighborhood. Children of the previous academic year were mainstreamed into
formal education centers / Primary Schools / Upper Primary Schools run by the local
Government Departments. As per the agreement, lists of Children with the
certifications from the concerned School authorities were submitted to the
authorities of the NCLP Society. As per the norms of the Labor department, the Child
Laborers were provided with Mid-Day-Meals, monthly stipends of Rs. 400/- per
month per Child and
their parents are
quite happy with this
enhancement. During
the present reporting
year, the Children
were also provided
with
note
books,
subject books and
one pair of clothes
(uniforms). Periodical
Medical and Health
Camps were conducted with the support and help of qualified Doctors (deputed by
NCLP) in the center to safeguard the health status of the Children.
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Important National Days were observed in the school – competitions were conducted
and prizes were distributed to the winners – local dignitaries attended and
participated. Meetings with the mothers of the Children were conducted every month
to report progress of
their Children and to
discuss matters related
to functioning of the
school. SFIRD with the
support of CCFC had
taken a video film of 05
former female students
of SFIRD – Balahitha,
who were given in
marriage at a tender age.
The Project Director &
Field Officers of NCLPS
visited
the
center
periodically and provided the required guidance and supervisory assistance. The
instructors motivated and mobilized the parents to open savings banks accounts in
post offices in the names of their Children to deposit the money which will be paid
by the NCLPS as ‘monthly stipends’. The pass book operations are handled by the
parents of the Children with the supervision of our project staff. The Mandal level
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Girl Children (in the age group of 12-14 years) were imparted with training in
Tailoring, Basket making, Leaf Plate making, etc., to extend Vocational training for
their future employment and for alternative livelihoods development. A skill
instructor is deputed NCLP to work in the school for 10 days a month. Totally the
program was handled by 04
(local) functionaries in the
school,
02
Educational
instructors, 01 clerk and 01
Helper during the program
implementation period. Some
of the identified Children were
provided
with
special
education sessions to appear /
write the entrance tests for
joining the Residential /
Bridge schools. All the other
activities were implemented as per schedule and instructions issued by the National
Child Labor Project (NCLP) Society.

Education Officer (MEO) provided appropriate assistance to the centre in providing
mid-day meals on par with other local schools functioning under their management.

I.b. Pre School Education:
SFIRD has been organizing Village level preschool educational centers for the social,
physical and intellectual development of Children in the age group of 3-5/6 years in
five Coastal target Villages during the past 07 years. Educated unemployed local
female youth are selected and are provided with refresher training in various aspects
of Child growth and development. Totally 03 Child Care Centers are in operation
during the reporting financial year – two centers are specifically for Yanadi Tribal
Children in their own habitations and one is for Dalits and other Backward Class
social categories.
Activities implemented in these preschool educational centers during the year, by
our functionaries include;
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During the reporting year totally 72 Children in the age group of 3 -5/6 were
provided with opportunities in our preschool educational centers towards growth in
lines of Social, Physical and Intellectual spheres. Eleven (11) Children in the present
batch were mainstreamed into formal educational centers in class 1 run by the local
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 Surveying and enrolment of
Children in the age group of 0306 years with the support and
involvement
of
Village
Development Committees.
 Play methodology – value based
education is provided for the
enrolled Children – teaching aids
were provided to all Child Care
workers.
 Providing nutritious food items
(locally available food items /
cereals) – local Women are
made responsible and the
purpose is to observe the
physical growth of the Children,
with the nutritious food items
given in our centers.
 Child Care workers are trained to organize ‘parents meetings’ and leadership
development sessions. The Child Care workers extend all the necessary
cooperation to the respective Community Organizers in organizing capacity
building sessions in their Villages.
 Teachers with the cooperation of the respective Community Organizers are
responsible and helped the parents in mainstreaming the Children of our
centers into local / neighboring formal education centers.
 Extending “Community Health” activities under CHP and making the program as
an entry point for other development activities in the Village community.

Government departments. Nine (09) new Children are admitted and the lists of
mainstreamed Children are
certified by the concerned
School Head Master. We are
glad to mention that the
Primary School Teachers from
local Government
Schools
explained to our functionaries
that Children joining from our
centers are performing well,
when compared to other
Children who are joining
schools, directly.
Major achievements during the
reporting year include -Children’s physical/ health,
social and intellectual capacities improved to a great extent. Our Child Care workers
and the Community Organizers could build strong relations with the Mothers of the
Children. All the three centers raised demonstrative kitchen garden plots.
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During the reporting year, SFIRD faced challenges such as (i) migration of families
to other areas in search of seasonal employment / livelihoods (ii) non cooperation
from other grassroots level functionaries working in the cluster and (iii) outbreak of
communicable diseases and viral fevers during the rainy season (our Child Care
workers provided Homeo pills as preventive measures).

I.c. Seasonal Worksite Schools:
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In
the
process,
functionaries of SFIRD paid
several visits to hold
discussions
with
the
seasonal migrants in Kollur
Cluster and met the local
authorities concerning the
continuation
of
these
Worksite Schools. A survey
was conducted at the above
Work Sites in Kollur cluster to start the seasonal schools for Children of migrant
laborers who arrive from different parts of Andhra Pradesh. As in previous years,
local teachers / animators were also mobilized and they were provided with
necessary training and instructions to start working with the Children at the Work
Site Schools (SWSs) at 03 work places – Tokalavaripalem, Turakapalem &
Kiskindapalem.
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SFIRD is involved in the implementation of special schools for Child Laborers and
Work site Schools for Migrant families in Kolluru cluster in Tenali revenue division of
Guntur district – these Villages are located on the banks of the river Kirshna. The soil
is black loamy and is quite suitable for making earthen bricks which are used in
construction of buildings / factories / industrial units and the like. Thus, Kolluru is
famous for supply of Bricks all over the state of Andhra Pradesh. Hundreds of
families belonging to Tribal, Dalit and Backward Class social categories belonging to
neighboring districts of Guntur migrate to Kolluru region in search of seasonal
employment in these Brick kiln units. These families are categorized as sections with
“Below Poverty Line”
(BPL)
status.
Migration takes place
during the season
December – May
every year along
with their Children
who are below the
age of 12 years.
These
Children
attend
the
local
government Schools
in
their
native
Villages and they are
forcibly brought by their parents as there were no persons to take care of them at
their native Villages. Thus the Children tend to abstain themselves from the Schools
and come along with their parents during the season. In the process, many Children
of these migrant families tend to dropout at School levels – as they will not be able
to cope-up with studies on par with who attend the Schools regularly in their native
Villages
and
ultimately
dropout.

Activities implemented: Having understood the problems associated with the
migration during the season. SFIRD started 03 Seasonal Work site Schools (SWSs)
for the benefit of these Children. The following activities are organized.


Special remedial educational centers (remedial / tuition centers) for Children
in the age group of 05-12 years



Revision of lessons learnt in the formal education Schools of their respective
native Villages



Providing low cost high nutritious food supplementation during the afternoon



Improvement of health situation, especially of Women – personal hygiene
(periodical First Aid camps)



Activating / promoting disciplinary action amongst the Children enrolled with
SWSs at the 03 centers; when they are irregular and not punctual



Organizing parents’ meetings and specially interacting with Mothers of target
Children and the owners of the Brick kiln units



Appraisal at native Villages, of the Children enrolled and attended in the
SWSs, to ensure continuity of Schooling or mainstreaming / promotion of the
target Children in their local schools



Sensitizing Women, Female youth and aged to make use of the Community
Toilets constructed at Kiskindapalem Worksite as a model.

Total number of Children targeted: 132 in 03 SWSs (One hundred and thirty
two Children in Kolluru cluster) Boys: 51 & Girls: 81.
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Other interested collaborators: Mandal level School education department, Local
School Teachers, National Child Labor project (NCLP), Gram Panchayath members,
Local Church groups, Owners of Brick kiln units / factories.
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Total number of local animators worked with SWSs: 06 from local Villages

All the 03 schools were inaugurated during the month of January, 2019 by the local
authorities in the presence of SFIRD’s functionaries and the selected local animators
/ teachers. Brick Kiln owners, team leaders and parents of the enrolled Children were
also present and witnessed the Schools’ establishment. The schools were regularly
supervised by the Coordinator and Team Leader.

Work implementation process:
1. The local instructors were on job between 8.00 AM and 01.00 PM for
organizing the SWSs and the Children will go back to their sheds constructed,
as their parents return back after the day’s work (around 01.00 PM).
2. Attendance registers and other books / records are maintained as per the
need and instruction and the same were periodically checked.
3. Periodical meetings were conducted with the parents by the Work Site School
instructors to make them understand issues related to usage of water, health,
sanitation, sending their Children ‘back to school’ after returning to their
respective Villages.
4. Periodical tests / exams were conducted to test the knowledge levels of the
Children and they were also taught a few awareness songs, besides
motivating them in cultural action and drawings of local sceneries.
5. Instructors and functionaries of SFIRD had good contacts with the Brick Kiln
owners who understood that the establishment of the SWSs are important for
the Children who are ‘out of school’ during the season.
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7. Periodical medical camps were conducted and the two Health Workers of
Community Health Program (CHP) visited the centers and provided Health /
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6. Locally available nutritious food items, fruits and eggs were provided to the
Children who attended the schools.

Medical services at free of cost. Parents are really happy as they received
medicines on the work sites.
8. Annual get - together was organized at one of the SWS centre “Turakapalem”
and over 130 Children participated – a few competitions were conducted and
the winners were provided with gifts in the presence of local dignitaries.
9. Our educational instructors are in regular contact with the “Team Leaders”
and the local ‘School Teachers’ to find out whether all the Children of these
migrant families have joined back the formal educational centers or not.

I.d. Remedial Centers for School going Children:
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The usual practice is that Children from our target Villages, in the age group of 6-14,
attend Primary and Upper Primary Schools run by Governamnet education
department. These Schools are located within the Village (usually the main Village)
or in the neighborhood. They are provided with free education besides the provision
of mid day meal, School uniform, subject books and the like. The usual practice in
these Villages, since the parents are away attending wage labour work for their
livelihoods, Children are not provided with any care after they return back from the
formal education centers. They loiter with their peer groups aimlessly. Their
educational standards are very low as they do not concentrate or attend to the
subject home work given at School. Having observed this, our Organization started
“Remedial” educational centers in 03 habitations. These centers are run between
5.00 pm to 8.00 pm for two hours. Locally available educated and unemployed
Youth are given opportunities to work in these centers and they are paid with
honorarium. The activity has been yielding good results. The local Government
School teachers expressed that the performance of the Children attending these
remedial centers organized by SFIRD is very satisfactory and encouraging.
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As in previous years, SFIRD organized Seasonal hostels during the present reporting
year to take care of the outgoing migrants at selected Villages. The Samagra Siksha
Abhiyaan (SSA anchored by Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government
of India) functionaries
informed the intention
of
starting
these
centers again during
the present reporting
year.
Accordingly,
SFIRD submitted its
application
with
a
proposal to start three
Seasonal Hostels - one
at
MPUP
School
Merikapudi
in
Phirangipuram with 56
Children and the second one at MPUP School at Nethaji Nagar in Repalle Municipal
limits with 55 Children and the third one at Nirmalnagar in Repalle mandal for 50
Children and they were approved by the SSA. During the previous year also, SFIRD
organized these Centres at Merikapudi & Nirmalnagar.
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I.e. Seasonal Hostels for Children of Out Migrants:

The seasonal hostel at Merikapudi was inaugurated by Sri. Kamalakar Rao – MEO,
Phirangipuram, Mr. T. Bhaskar – Head Master, MPUP School, Merikapudi, and the
center at Repalle was inaugurated by Mr. Naveen, MEO – Repalle in the presence of
Ms. P. Sujatha – Head Mistress, MPP School Teachers and Ms. M. Amma – Ward
Counselor and the Team Leader and other functionaries of SFIRD. At Nirmalnagar
Repalle Mandal MEO Mr. Naveen and Head Master Mr. Prakasharao attended. Locally
available staff members
were
selected
and
appointed to attend the
necessary functions at
all the three seasonal
hostels.
Mess
for
the
Children: At all the 03
seasonal hostels the
inmates were provided
with morning breakfast
and evening supper
during the week days as
per the menu chart given by the SSA. On Sundays and National Holidays they are at
Centre for whole day(s). As usual, along with other students, the seasonal hostels
Children are also provided with mid day meals
by the School authorities during the week
days. During the festival holidays, Sundays, the
Children were provided with breakfast, lunch
and supper. Special meals were provided
during the festivals by the Care taker under
the guidance and supervision of the concerned
educational instructor and SFIRD supervisor.
The local leaders and School staff are quite
happy that these centers are maintained well
and create good impact in Children’s
educational standards.
Activities implemented:

Children are provided with copy books, especially to the elderly ones at
Merikapudi, Nethajinagar and Nirmal Nagar in order to help the Children to
improve their hand writing skills. Our workers found that there is good
improvement and the same was also appreciated by the School Teachers.
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As usual, special emphasis was laid on
conducting tuition classes / revision of subject
content by the trained educational instructors
at all the 03 seasonal hostels.
The
performance of the School going Children at
the respective Schools improved to a
considerable extent.



Physical exercises and cultural events at a low key approach were conducted at
all the three centers to attract the Children participation in all the activities.



Competitions were conducted by the functionaries of SFIRD and the local School
teachers and gifts / prizes were awarded to Children at both the centers.
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SFIRD is thankful to SSA for giving the opportunity of implementing three seasonal
hostels for the benefit of School going Children whose parents migrate to other
places in search of livelihoods. The local School authorities, Panchayat and
Municipality authorities paid special interest to make these activities successful and
Child centered. SFIRD looks forward to continued cooperation in implementing
educational activities through SSA.

II. Women Empowerment Program (WEP)
The Women Empowerment Program (WEP) is under implementation in all the 20
target Villages comprising Dalits and Tribes. These activities are implemented in
Nagaram, Kuchinapudi and Nizampatnam clusters under the leadership of 02
Community organizers and the Field Coordinator based (Ms. Bhanumathi &
Nagendrarao as COs and Mr. Prabhakar Rao as the FC) at Kuchinapudi field office.
Base line survey has been updated by our community organizers and using the data
for activities such as helping in accessing Government welfare measures
(entitlements) to the deserving individuals / families. Identified deserving Women
from Nagaram Cluster and they were also extended with interest free loan
assistance to undertake income generation activities. As no specific budget is
earmarked, activities are implemented and the coordination charges are met from
contributions raised locally (from Executive Committee members of SFIRD).

Capacity building and Empowerment – Central / Cluster level and Village level
monthly sessions are conducted for mobilizing participation and awareness.



Supported Women with feasible and viable income generation activities for
sustainable income generation – under micro credit activity (interest free
loans component) – repayable in 12 Months.



Helping in ‘accessing Entitlements’ – Government welfare measures – old age
/ Widow / Handicapped / HIV & AIDS pensions &assistance.



Promoting Kitchen gardens - Distributing local varieties of vegetable seeds
and mobilizing Women to raise kitchen gardens in their backyards.



Referral services – Extending needed support to school/college going students
for their new academic year admissions and helping needy cases to be
referred / admitted in neighboring hospitals or clinics.



Federation / Apex Body – Strengthening the formed Women Federation of 1st
phase 10 Villages located in Kuchinapudi cluster – SWAGaT for taking up
issues at Village level.



Environmental improvement – Promotion of Tree plantation and kitchen
gardens for supporting “Climate Change” concerns.



Undertaking alternative medicinal systems – Homeopathy for Swine Flu
(water borne seasonal communicable fevers) and local Herbal / simple
remedies or medicines for common ailments.



Organized / observed International importance days – International Women’s
Day & World AIDS Day / World Tribes day / Independence Day / Republic
Day / Christmas / Sankranthi, etc.
Page
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During the reporting year, the following activities are implemented in 20 target
Villages with the support and partnership of local organizations in terms of financial
support for income generation activities and contributions from committee members
and other well-wishers of our Organization.

Qualitative results achieved during the reporting year:
1. Capacity Building Sessions: as per the schedule, Community Organizers
conducted Focused Group Discussions (FGDs) in their target Villages as part of
Capacity Building of Women members in all the 20 target Villages with the guidance
of the Field Coordinator.
The following important issues were taken up;
•

Education for Children for better future (enrolment and continuity)

•

Right to Education (RtE) – provisions for all

•

Child Early Forced Marriages – collaboration of CCFC

•

Communicable diseases and precautionary measures / Immunization

•

Alcoholism – domestic violence

•

Water borne diseases – preventive care

•

Environmental improvement – Tree plantation

•

Community Based Disaster Preparedness – Risk Reduction

•

Democracy – Voters’ role (especially State & Central elections)

•

Local self Government – three tier system / PRIs

•

Skill development for educated unemployed Youth

•

Government welfare measures – entitlements

•

Securing house sites – approaching APSHCL for individual housing

•

SC / ST - Sub Plans – implementation process

•

Sustainability of activities after withdrawal

•

Village disposition fund / amounts -- sustainability accounts
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2. Interest Free
Loans for IGPs:
Our 02 Community
Organizers & Field
Coordr. identified
the Women who
are most deserving
and
poorest
among the poor
for
undertaking
feasible and viable
Income Generation activities. An amount of Rs. 8,00,000/- for 110 Women was
disbursed to the selected deserving poorest Women during the reporting year. The
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As per the schedule, sessions are conducted in the respective Villages and meeting
minutes are generated for documentation. Women in the Villages are now able to
come out and speak openly in public on the problems they are facing at their
community levels.

repayment pattern is quite successful and is at 95% on the whole. Further, amounts
repaid are revolved for other deserving individual Women.
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As per the need, SFIRD partnered with Vidyabhyasa (a small NGO from Kodhad) in
identifying and supporting 08 Women headed families with Income Generation
initiatives. These units are for raising sustainable income levels at household level.
During the reporting period, 06 Milch buffaloes and 02 petty business units were
given under the activity to widows who are with Below Poverty Line status. The local
MLA Mr. B. Mallaiah Yadav witnessed and attended the program which was
conducted in the Mandal Headquarter. The beneficiaries extended their heartfelt
gratitude to CHETANA Foundation and it was assured that they will use the profits
towards the educational development of their Children.

3. Entitlements: Our Community Organizers, as per the given assignment,
identified vulnerable sections such as the aged, widows, and handicapped,
chronically ill, including the HIV & AIDS infected cases and facilitated them to
approach the local Government departments for accessing welfare measures as part
of entitlements. Several cases got benefitted and the remaining is in the process of
obtaining the measures earmarked by the local Government departments at Mandal
as well as Gram Panchayath levels. Our Community Organizers pursued the matter
with the guidance and support of our Field Coordinator at Kuchinapudi. A special
thrust is laid on helping the Tribal families to secure support from APSHCL at
Repalle, under the Individual Housing Scheme.

5. Referral Services: Many Children and Youth, especially from Yanadi Tribal and
the Dalit habitations, are provided with information and support services to get
admitted in local Schools / Colleges, Social Welfare Hostels to pursue their
education. Likewise, our COs accompanied and referred cases for appropriate
medical & health care services to the needy individuals.
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7. Kitchen Gardens: Village Women are mobilized and provided training in Kitchen
Garden rising and to encourage them, Vegetable seeds are distributed (to Women
who are possessing land around their houses) twice during the reporting year.
Some have also given seeds to the Organization for distribution among other
communities.
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6. Alcoholism / Domestic Violence: Most of the men of our target Villages
consume Alcohol (cheap liquor) and the locally available intoxicating ‘Palm’ juice.
Cases of domestic Violence were identified by the COs and resolved at Village level
in the presence of the other men as well as Women leaders of the Village
Development Committees (VDCs).

8. SWAGaT - Federation: Our COs identified 10 Women leaders from the 1st
phase 10 target Villages to federate all the Women groups. Registration and
membership raising drive is on and a separate savings bank account is under
operation in the name of SWAGaT in the local Nationalized Bank.
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SFIRD is awarded with a Memento by CCFC & SCPCR functionaries
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9. Campaigning on Child Early Forced Marriages (CEFM): During the reporting
year, several Village level, CSO level and High School level – with the idea of
contributing our efforts at Village level towards SDG – 5.3 End Child Marriages.
Community Organizers with the support and participation of Field Coordinator and
other local Volunteers organized 69 sessions during August to October, 2018. Totally
over 3000 persons were sensitized and there is good impact at the Village level.
During November and December months, the teams of CCFC visited Lakshmipuram
and Nallacheruvu Balahitha Special School to produce short video films to assess the
impact levels. They assured to share the film for viewing of our stakeholders at
different target Villages and institutions.

During the reporting year, SFIRD extended cooperation and support in preparing IEC
Materials in the form of Stickers and in orgnaising “Beti Bachavo Beti Padavo”
awareness generation sessions (Bachpan Bachavo Andolan & Save Girl Child) under
the guidance of Assistant Project Director through District Child Protection Officer of
Women & Child Welfare department, Guntur.

10. Other activities: Women Organizers continued providing supervisory and
infield guidance to the 03 Child Care Centers. As per the plan, COs identified the
deserving persons to take necessary Ophthalmological services in the Camp
organized at Kuchinapudi Village.
Mobilization of Entitlements during FY 2018-19:
CO-1

CO-2

Ms. J. Bhanumathi

Mr. B. Nagendrarao

Total

1

Aadhar Cards

7

12

19

2

Job Cards

38

44

84

3

Ration Cards

17

72

89

4

Old age pensions

11

16

27

5

House sites

32

31

63

6

Caste certificates

32

14

46

7

Individual houses

32

38

70
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Type of Entitlements
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Events conducted and participation levels:
Number
helped
participated

1

Ambedkar Jayanthi

14-04-2018

94

2

Special Homeo Camp

28-04-2018

240 families

3

World Environment days

05-06-2018

56

4

Meeting on Child Rights

07-06-2018

55

5

World Single Women (Widow) Day

23-06-2018

80

6

International Day of the World's
Indigenous People

09-08-2018

126

7

The International Day of Older
Persons

01-10-2018

30

8

Foundation stone laying in
Lakshmipuram Tribal Village

20-08-2018

53 families

9

Children’s Day celebrations

14-11-2018

140 Children

10

World AIDS Day

01-12-2018

80

11

National Girl Child Day

24-01-2019

150

12

Foundation stone laying in
Jangamlanka Tribal Village

18-02-2019

40 families

13

International Women’s Day

07-03-2019

120

/
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Date
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III. Skill Development Training Centers (STCs)
Skill Training Center at Nagaram: During the reporting year, Skill Development
Training is confined to Nagaram center, where Tailoring, Garment making, Cloth
bags and other Handicrafts were taught / made. 28 Girls from the neighborhood
Villages of Nagaram registered and attended the center in two batches during the
present year. SFIRD is actively involved from 2012 onwards in organizing Skill
training center at Nagaram and owing to certain unforeseen situations, the
Computer Education, Spoken English sessions were temporarily withdrawn and
during the present reporting year, SFIRD confined only to have Tailoring and
Garment making unit under the guidance and Skill training specialist.
Skill Training at Santhi Nagar: During the reporting year, SFIRD received
request letters from certain local Organizations to help start a Skill training center in
their region. The survey was conducted in Allagadda mandal which is drought prone
region; it is found that many youth are educated and unemployed. The situation of
female youth is in a problematic situation. Usually, the girl Children dropout at Class
– X (which is the School final). Later on, their parents do not allow them to go for
higher studies as the colleges are located in towns which are far away from their
habitations. SFIRD and the local Volunteers conducted a survey and felt that these
educated and unemployed female youth are to be supported with skill development
activities which provide them proper livelihood opportunities. These youth in the
age group of 16-25 lack appropriate opportunities, within their reach to receive
vocational training or skill development. They are idle in their respective Villages
(they are reluctant to go for daily wage labor work along with their parents or
neighbors) and are looking for opportunities to learn skills which provides them
income in a sustainable manner.
Accordingly, SFIRD proposed and requested a donor group at Netherlands to
support a Skill Development Training Center at Santhinagar Cluster. The Foundation
approved and sanctioned the needed financial resources to start a Skill Training
Center for 15 female youth from beginning of October, 2018. After consulting the
local leaders, we felt that it is appropriate to start the centre from 2nd of October, as
the day is the Birth Anniversary of the Father of our Nation – Mahatma GANDHI.
Other activities implemented:
Skill Development Training Centers served as the Cluster Resource centers for
the neighboring 15 – 20 micro Villages / habitations
Promoted kitchen gardens in the homesteads of trainees & members of Women
SHGs – distributed vegetable seeds
Protected and maintained locally used herbal / medicinal plants - awareness
sessions on home remedies herbal medicines were conducted
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All National festivals and important days were observed as in previous years
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Career guidance / counseling to go for higher education – candidates appeared
for Class X – 03 and Intermediate College – 02; and 03 higher 10 lower grade
Government Technical exam on Tailoring. Totally 03 candidates joined Teachers
Training Certificate Course

Joyful events:
As in previous years, observed and celebrated the local and national festivals and
other important festivals such as Dussarah, Christmas / New Year, Pongal, Re-public
day, Indian Independence day and National important days such as World Aids Day,
International Women’s Day, World Environment Day and the like.
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New Skill Training Centre at Santhinagar

IV. Community Health Program (CHP)
SFIRD’s community health program is in the nature of providing “Health for all” provision of preventive health care and first aid in all its target Villages. During the
regular visits to the Villages, our Community Organizers and other functionaries felt
that health care is not given any priority and that the local workers are not visiting
the target Villages as they are located in interior / far-flung areas. Especially the
Yanadi Tribal do not take any care
even if they are suffering with
communicable diseases, fevers and
the like. The present Report
narrates the activities implemented
by the locally identified trained 02
health workers in our entire target
Villages.
Guidelines
(technical
knowhow) were given to the two
health workers by the coordinator
on the field. As per the need, issues
such as Ayurveda / herbal medicinal
and Homeopathy are also taken up
besides the Allopathic medicine.
Activities implemented:
 Our Health workers with the cooperation of Community Organizers conducted and
updated the base line health survey (twice during the reporting year).
 Both of our CHP workers provided preventive community health education in
target Villages – by using charts and IEC materials.
 Promoting better health and hygiene practices at village level as well as family &
individual levels (especially the female youth and the natal cases).
 Our Community health workers motivated and mobilized and accompanied the
cases where necessary, towards immunization for natal cases and Children as per
the chart / schedule given by the ANMs of local PHCs.
 Extended counseling and referral / accompaniment services to identified patients
who are visiting private medical specialists and Government hospitals.
 Health workers involved in the promotion of herbal / Homeo medical practices and
alternative medicinal systems – which are grown in pots and bags.
 Health workers involved in sensitization and awareness generation on Low cost
and high nutritious food supplements – conducting demonstration sessions.
 Visiting the Child Care Centers and helping the Child Care workers to maintain
growth monitoring charts. The 03 CC Centers do possess and maintained in their
respective centers.
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 Several individuals who were provided with Opthomological care were taken to
L.V. Prasad Eye institute’s local branch for appropriate reference and care.

V. Individual Housing Program
During the reporting year, with the support and cooperation of PDA through SNIRD,
SFIRD could mobilize resources to help the most needy and deserving Yanadi
families (individuals) in construction of their own houses. As mentioned above,
SFIRD helped individual Yanadi families to secure permanent house construction
sanction orders. It is given to understand that
the approved and sanctioned beneficiaries are
not able to start with the basement / foundation
construction which helps them to secure the
sanctioned amounts in installments from A.P
State Housing Corporation Ltd. (APSHCL) and
they are not able to make use of the housing
activity scheme. Hence, the Deputy Engineer –
Housing informed us about the situation and we
could mobilize resources in kind from our sister
concern organization SNIRD - Ongole.
During the reporting year 32 Yanadi families from
Lakshmipuram in Pregnam Gram Panchayat are
identified as the deserving beneficiaries under
the housing program. Our Community Organizers
and the Field Coordinator visited these Families
and assured them financial assistance for laying
of foundation and mobilizing the remaining
financial support from APSHCL. Thus the activity
started and the Foundation stone was laid for the
construction of houses for 32 Families for individual housing construction activity by
the local MLA and other dignitaries.
SFIRD also provides assistance to the additionally grown 14 families that are being
supported to lay foundation / basement levels at Jangamlanka, which was earlier
supported by Dr. Wychera from Entwicklungshilfe Club, Austria.
Our previous experiences showed us that people's expectations and involvement is
missing and that we have resources pooled under charismatic leaderships (for Eg;
Fr. Windey - who decides the house type / design for all the Villages). This way
people of the target habitations are able to involve to the fullest extent possible in
building their own houses and ultimately their "Homes".
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Totally 70 families (32 at Lakshmipuram, 14 at Jangamlanka & 24 at Nagaram ST
Colony) are supported with initial basement construction support is given and the
remaining is accessed through APSHCL at our Coastal target Villages. Several other
families from neighboring Villages are also supported with nominal financial
resources to complete their unfinished houses. This way, it is "Helping people to
Help themselves" and they have their fullest involvement and participation in
achieving their ‘dream’ of having a home of their own.
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Housing – Stages of construction & Visit of supporting agency

VI. Child Rights Promotion Project
Our Organization has been partnering with “Save the Children” – Balraksha Bharat,
India, Hyderabad (support from Santa Maria - Sweden) in implementing a
programme titled “Promoting Child rights in 30 spice growing villages geographically
spread across 3 mandals namely Bellamkonda, Guruzala and Durgi Mandal in
Palnadu region of Guntur District, Andhra Pradesh. The project was initiated basing
on the findings of a research study commissioned by Save the Children to assess
Child rights violation scenario in the area of spice production in 2015. The study
revealed that Chilli farming areas in Guntur district have the highest incidences of
Child labour who are engaged in spice farming and their development is hindered in
many aspects, especially in the field of education. Also observed were reasons for
Child labour that ranged from dearth of adult labour, lower wages for Children as
parents desire to transfer hereditary skills to their Children and a perception that
certain activities are best performed by Children.
Additionally, Save the Children, India with our NGO as local partner organization
conducted a comprehensive baseline survey of 30 selected villages by using
Participatory Rural Appraisals (PRIs) and other tools to identify the actual spice
growing farmer families in the target villages. The baseline study, conducted during
October – November - 2017, collected data of 4283 households consisting of 17,180
people including 8436 Children below the age of 18 years who are spice growers,
daily wage earners and marginal farmers who are dependent on ‘Chilli’ farming.
These identified communities mostly belong to the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled
Tribes and Backward Classes. The comprehensive baseline survey has provided
household level information of vulnerabilities (such as poverty, lack of accessibility to
social protection schemes, poor quality education, Child labour and the like) of
families and their Children in these spice cultivating Villages.
The team of SFIRD with the supervisory assistance of SC identified 30 primary and
upper Primary schools in these 30 villages in which the Children of spice growing
families are studying; however it was noted that most of these Children are not
regular to the schools during the spice farming season. It was also noted that most
of the schools are not so attractive and friendly for the Children and lack basic civic
amenities. High dropout and less retention rates are observed in the schools.
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Interventions of year 1, in the program had significantly created impact on the lives
of Children from identified villages, who are spice growers in Guntur district. This
was done by making them aware of their “rights” and responsibilities by promoting
Children Groups, addressing their grievances and issues by installing suggestion
boxes and initiating grievance redressal mechanisms in schools, strengthening
capacities of Child Protection and School Management Committees on their roles and
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The project adopted a three pronged approach of addressing the vulnerabilities of
Children and their families. One, addressing the vulnerabilities at village level
involving parents and community based structures. Secondly, at the school level
involving teachers, SMC members and Children apart from creating a friendly
learning environment for the Children. Thirdly, was to engage with various
stakeholder departments to address the vulnerabilities of Children and their families
at the village and school levels in the target Villages.

responsibilities in addressing the issues of Children at village and school levels. Other
measures that were employed were orientation of teachers on Child rights, Child
friendly teaching methods to support the Children to access quality education in a
friendly environment, beautification of the classrooms, establishment of academic
learning corners with Teaching & Learning Materials, books and other systems to
support the Children to enhance their learning levels and progress towards
completion of their elementary / secondary education and full time withdrawal from
Child labour in spice farming. The entire project was implemented under the
directions of Mr. Vikas Gora - General Manager, State Promgramme – SC BR at
central level and Mr. Nitin Kumar – Asst. Manager and Mr. Sampath at the field level.
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
•
Strengthening the established 30 academic learning corners and 30 reading
corners in the schools, equipped with teaching learning materials, books and
conceptual drawings to create a friendly environment for the Children to access
quality education and enhance their learning levels.
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•
72 Teachers including Head Masters and 3 Mandal Education Officers were
trained on Child Friendly Teaching – Learning, Child Protection and Role of teachers

• From target Villages, 30 Children Groups formed in 30 schools with a membership
of 513 Children. Further oriented around 1200 Children on their rights and
responsibilities

• Totally, 105 Community Reading Camps in 30 schools organized with active
involvement of parents and community members and Children
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•
“Educational Fairs” was organized with participation of 622 Children, teachers
and community members. 87 low cost models prepared by Children from 30 schools
of 3 mandals were displayed. 9 models won prizes that were given away by MEO,
Sarpanch and functionaries of SC BR.

•
Installed 30 Suggestion / Compliant redressal boxes in 30 schools and formed
a separate grievance committee (created to look into the suggestions and
complaints put in the suggestion boxes) with 711 community members and 711
Children. During the reporting year, 252 issues are received in suggestion boxes.
Out of these, 74 issues have been addressed by relevant authorities.

•
Three training sessions (one day each) on ‘School Safety’ and ‘Quality
Education’ were conducted in which 86 members from Child Protection Committees
and School Management Committee members actively participated.
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• As per the plan, 109 Bala Sabhas were organized, in which CG groups represented
and shared their concerns with
PRIs, Village Presidents and Teachers.
Representations submitted to the PRIs and Village Panchayat Presidents.

• Child Rights Week campaign organized in all 30 villages. Reached out to 2300
community members on the importance of UNCRC in this regard.

•
Totally 120 Stakeholders Meetings organized involving CPCs, SMCs, ANMs,
parents, Village President, PRI members, teachers and Children. Activities for school
improvement were discussed in these sessions.
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•
State Consultation with all project stakeholders from our project target
Villages discussing issues and vulnerabilities of Children in spice growing villages.

•
Four Interface meetings with ICPSs were organized with active participation
of 201 members from CWC, JJBs, Child line, Teachers, NGOs and Child Rights Forum
(a network of NGOs at local level) who are working on Child rights promotion to
discuss issues of Children in spice farming at district and mandal levels.

•
With the support of external teams, fourteen Kalajatha sessions (local folk
arts) performances were organized in 14 villages separately for behavioral change
communication (BCC) on girls’ education and protection
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•
During the reporting year we are privileged to have the Director of SCERT to
release the work books published by Save the Children with the technical expertise
of State Resource Group of Telugu, English & Mathematics subjects for class – III.

Overall Targets vs Achievements – Key Activities
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Child Rights Promotion Project – Achievements 2018-19

VII. Other activities during the reporting year
A. Sensitization on HIV & AIDS:
 SFIRD organized an Awareness Generation stall on HIV and AIDS besides the
First Aid clinic for those who are ill and those who are in need of immediate
medical assistance (First Aid).
 Participated in the Rally organized by District authorities of 1st of December,
2019 on the eve of World AIDS Day. Awareness generation materials were
distributed for Children and others to sensitize on the epidemics.
 Our two health workers, based at our Kuchinapudi field office, provided care and
support services for infected cases – provided accompaniment services to
hospitals besides providing one-to-one counseling services.
B. International Women’s Day:
“International Women’s Day” (IWD) was observed on 8th of March, 2019 at Nagaram
Skill Training Center. A few outstanding female youth trainees from our STCs were
provided with prizes on the occasion.
Totally 120 Female Youth & Women
and a few functionaries attended this
get-to-gather. Sensitization sessions
on “Domestic Violence Act”, Girl Child
Education and Child Early Forced
Marriages were conducted by the
Community Organizers of WEP. A
local Women activist (Ms. Madhavi
Glory, working with Nagaram Degree
college) was invited to address and
sensitize Women on Domestic Violence issues.
C. Eco Development Activities:
Our Organization motivated and mobilized participation and partnership of
traditional marine fisher folk in taking part of “Samudra Teera Matsya
Karmikula Union” (STMKU) and functionaries of SFIRD attended training
programs organized by SNIRD (an NGO working with Fisher-folk development
activities) based at Ongole.
Also organized essay writing and debating competitions in High Schools at
Coastal region to involve the Children in Coastal Eco development sector
(safeguarding, generating & promotional activities) and distributed prizes.
Conducted awareness generation sessions with Women of Coastal target
Villages on regeneration, rejuvenation & restoration of Mangrove forest,
which are degrading in the Coastal communities resulting in deterioration of
Coastal Ecology and effecting Global Warming.
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With the support and cooperation of Indian Social Institute (ISI) – Bangalore, SFIRD
selected 10 Village level animators to undergo “Cadre Building” training in its target
Villages. These Village level animators are imparted with various realities / issues
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D. Cadre Building Trainings:

related to Society -- Social Categories / Social Consciousness / Economic scenario /
Cultural context / Political situation /
Animation / Human Rights /
Entitlements / Oppressed and the
Oppressor / Panchyat Raj – local self
governance. The idea is to build
strong cadre at Village level in order
to face socio cultural situation which
the oppressed and downtrodden
sections faced in interior Villages.
Review and assessment session was
conducted by the Director of ISI on
the training sessions conducted at
regional levels. SFIRD could mobilize
07 Village level Volunteers to take active part in Cadre Building program. All the 07
identified cadre attended the training programs and are now sensitized on various
social issues and the types of oppressions the downtrodden / excluded and exploited
social groups face in their respective Villages. Further training sessions are planned
for next financial year and SFIRD is fully committed to take part in the same.
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Program / project wise accounts are maintained and the same are audited by our
statutory auditors M/s P.V.Mallikarjunarao & Co., Guntur. Financial returns are
submitted to the Ministry of Home Affairs and to the Indian Income Tax department
as per the schedule. During the financial year, finance resources for Balahitha
Special Training Centers for Child Laborers are provided by NCLP – Ministry of Labor,
Seasonal Hostels for School going Children of out migrants was provided by
Samagra Siksha Abhiyaan (SSA) – Ministry of Human Resource Development, for
housing by SNIRD through PDA, for Child Rights Promotion project by Santa Maria
and Save the Children and for Women Empowerment, Seasonal Worksite Schools,
Community Health activities, Child Care Centers, etc., local resources are mobilized.
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VIII. Financial Matters:

IX. Conclusion
The functionaries of SFIRD are thankful to the local Government Departments,
Executive Committee members and internal / external Donor Partner Agencies for
their financial support & cooperation in implementing the envisaged programs
successfully. At this juncture, the Management extends heartfelt thanks to partners
namely; NCLP, SSA, CHETANA, Stitching SSG, SC BRB, ISIB, SNIRD / PDA & Mr.
Kristoffer who are instrumental in extending partnership during the reporting year.
The Executive Committee is glad that over 15 local educated unemployed individuals
from our target communities showed interest to work with SFIRD on part time basis
(functionaries in Child Labor Special Schools, Women Empowerment Program,
Community Health, Child Care Centres and Seasonal Work-site Schools and the Child
rights Promotion Project) with monthly honorariums at different levels under
different program heads. 13 functionaries are involved in administration spheres and
at Field Coordination.
SFIRD looks forward for better opportunities and cooperation from different sources
in undertaking and implementing developmental activities for the exploited and
excluded communities in its reference communities. SFIRD is in the process of
strengthening its activities in the neighboring locations / regions in Telangana and
the Odisha states in the forth coming years.

Musical Drums (Dappula Brundam) from our Target Village
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“Do not withhold good from those to whom it
is due, when it is in your power to do it”
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X. Annual Audit Report – 2018-19
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XI. Cluster Approach of SFIRD

Empowerment

Enjoyment

Better
Villages

Environment

Enlightenment

Concept:
Better Villages for a Better World / Life / Better Future through Empowerment,
Enlightenment, Environment & Enjoyment through Cluster approach model.
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1. “Cluster” in a radius of 20 Kms – comprising Villages of same / similar Socio-economic
profile and Community Groups
2. Each Cluster will comprise 10 – 15 Villages / Habitations from local Gram Panchayaths
3. Each Cluster will be facilitated with a Village Cluster Resource Centre (VRC) at the Mandal
/ geographical level
4. Each Cluster resource centre will have a team of Community Organizers, headed by a
Cluster Coordinator
5. The functionaries will organize / conduct Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) exercises
6. Felt needs / identified needs will be prioritized to prepare development action plans
7. The envisaged objective is making village “self – reliant” and independent.
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Through “VILLAGE CLUSTER” Approach

XII. 2018-19 / Target Villages & Interventions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
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Cluster

Village /

Social Category

Interventions

Habitation
Kothasangham
Scheduled Tribes
Karravaripalem
Scheduled Castes
Dunnavaripalem
Scheduled Castes
Lakshmipuram
Scheduled Tribes
Pragathi Nagar
Scheduled Tribes
Konaphalam
Scheduled Castes
Khallephalam
Scheduled Castes
Tadidibba
Scheduled Tribes
Purlameraka
Scheduled Castes
Chinkapalem
Scheduled Tribes
Mantripalem
Scheduled Tribes
Anandapuram
Scheduled Castes
Kattava
Scheduled Tribes
Miriyapalem
Scheduled Castes
Gokarnamatam
Fisher Folk
Ex-Military Colony
Fisher Folk
AGK Peta
Fisher Folk
Madhayapalem
Fisher Folk
Dindi Adavula
Fisher Folk
Mogadarampeta
Fisher Folk
Mundreadu
Fisher Folk
ST Colony
Scheduled Tribes
Jangamlanka
Scheduled Tribes
Kapulapalem
Scheduled Tribes
Pudiwada
Scheduled Castes
Tadivakavaripalem
Scheduled Castes
Adavi
Fisher Folk
Nandirajutotha
Scheduled Tribes
Matyapuri
Scheduled Tribes
Suryalanka
Fisher Folk
Hanumanthnagar
S Cs / BC
Ganapavaram
Scheduled Castes
Chintayapalem
Scheduled Castes
Perali / Peralipadu
Scheduled Castes
Kattavada
Scheduled Castes
Kotturu
Scheduled Castes
10 micro villages – SCs / STs / BCs
10 micro villages – SCs / STs / BCs
10 micro villages – SCs / STs / BCs
Slums with mixed social categories
Nethajinagar / Nirmalnagar / Tummala
Merikapudi – SCs / BCs
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Housing / WEP / IGPs / DP / Education
WEP / IGPs / DP / Health
WEP / IGPs / DP / Health
Housing / WEP / IGPs / DP / Education
WEP / IGPs / DP / Health
WEP / IGPs / DP / Health
WEP / IGPs / Health/ DP / Education
WEP / IGPs / Health/ DP / Education
WEP / IGPs / DP / Health
Housing / WEP / IGPs / DP / Education
WEP / IGPs / DP / Health
WEP / IGPs / Health / DP / Education
WEP / IGPs / DP / Health
WEP / IGPs / Health / DP / Education
Nizampatnam
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
Housing / Health / IGPs / Education
Nagaram
Housing / Health / IGPs / Education
WEP / Health / IGPs / Education
CBOs / WEP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
Bapatla
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
Karlapalem
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
CBOs / WEP / DP / IGPs
37-46 Bellamkonda
Education / Child Rights Promotion
47-56 Gurazala
Education / Child Rights Promotion
57-66 Durgi
Education / Child Rights Promotion
67-71 Guntur Slums
Education - Balahitha
72-74 Repalle
Education - Seasonal Hostels
Education – Seasonal Hostel
75
Phirangipuram
*CBOs-Community Based Organizations, *WEP-Women Empowerment, *IGPs-Income Generation Programs,
*DP-Disaster Preparedness
* SC-Scheduled Castes/ Dalits, *ST-Scheduled Tribes /Yanadis, *BCs- Backward Classes.

Kuchinapudi
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S.N
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